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Abstract 
We consider the following model ~(n ,  p) of random r-uniform hypergraphs. The vertex set 
consists of two disjoint subsets V of size Ivl =n and U of size IuI =( r -  1)n. Each r-subset of 
V × (r_Ul) is chosen to be an edge of H E J~(n, p) with probability p = p(n), all choices being 
independent. It is shown that for every 0 < e < 1 if p = (C In n)/n r-l with C = C(e) sufficiently 
large, then almost surely every subset Vl C V of size IV i I= L(1- e)n] is matchable, that is, there 
exists a matching M in H such that every vertex of VI is contained in some edge of M. 
An r-uniform hyperoraph H is an ordered pair H=(V,E), where V= V(H) is a 
finite set (the set of vertices) and E - -E (H)  is a collection of  distinct subsets of  V of  
size r, called edges. In this paper the parameter r/> 2 is assumed to be a fixed number. 
A subset M C_ E(H) is called a matchin9 if every pair of  edges from M has an empty 
intersection. A matching M is called perfect if [M[ = [V[/r (clearly, a perfect matching 
can exist only if r divides [V[). A subset V1 C V is matchable in H = (V, E) if there ex- 
ists a matching M in H so that every vertex from V1 is contained in some edge from M. 
A random r-uniform hypergraph ~r(n,p) is an r-uniform hypergraph with 
vertex set V of  size IV] =n,  in which each r-subset of  V is chosen to be an edge 
of H E orgy(n, p) with probability p (where p may depend on n), all choices being 
independent. 
One of the central problems in probabilistic combinatorics is that of determin- 
ing the minimal probability p= p(n), for which a random hypergraph H c ~(n ,  p)  
has whp la  perfect matching (assuming of course that r always divides n). This 
problem was posed by Schmidt and Shamir in [6], they managed to prove that if 
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p(n)=n-r+3/2w(n), where w(n) is any function tending to infinity arbitrarily slowly, 
then whp H E ~(n ,  p) has a perfect matching. This result has recently been improved 
by Frieze and Janson [3], who showed that it suffices to take p(n)=n-r+a/3w(n). 
Both papers used the second moment method and the Chebyshev inequality. A frac- 
tional version of this problem is considered in [5], where it is shown that if p(n) = 
(Inn + w(n))/ n-l (r - l ) '  then a random hypergraph H E ovf~(n, p) has whp a perfect frac- 
tional matching (that is, an assignment f : E(H) ~ R + of non-negative weights to 
the edges of H such that ~v  E e f (e)  ~< 1 for every v E V and also )-~e cE f (e )  = n/r). 
As for the existence of an almost perfect matching (that is, a matching covering all 
but o(n) vertices), de la Vega proved in [7], using Markov chains and the Cheby- 
shev inequality, that if p(n)=w(n)/n r-I for any function w(n) ~ o~, then a random 
hypergraph H E ~r(n, p) whp contains a matching M of size (1 - o(1))n/r. 
In this paper we treat a different model of random r-uniform hypergraphs, which 
however has many features imilar to those of ~(n ,  p). In this new model which we 
denote by Yf/(n, p), the vertex set consists of two disjoint subsets V of size I vI =n 
and U of size IUI =( r  - 1)n. Each r-subset of V × (r_U1) is chosen to be an edge 
of a random hypergraph H E oYt~/(n, p) with probability p = p(n), all choices being 
independent. This model can be considered as a model of random bipartite r-uniform 
hypergraphs (adopting the terminology of [1]). We try to estimate the minimal proba- 
bility p = p(n), for which different subsets of V (including V itself) are matchable whp 
in H E ~/(n ,  p). Clearly, if H contains a perfect matching, then every subset VI C_ V 
is matchable, so the most important problem is to determine the threshold probability 
p = p(n) for the existence of a perfect matching in ~¢f/(n, p). If H E ovg/(n, p) has a 
perfect matching, then every vertex v E V U U is contained in at least one edge, there- 
fore the condition of non-existence of isolated vertices is a necessary condition for the 
existence of a perfect matching. It can be proven rather easily, using standard methods 
of random graphs theory (see, e.g., [2]), that if p~>(lnn + w(n))/((r-_ll)n), then whp 
every vertex v E V U U is incident with at least one edge. This motivates the following 
conjecture. 
Conjecture 1. If p>~(lnn + w(n))/((r-_ll)n), where w(n) is any function tending to in- 
finity arbitrarily slowly with n, then whp a random hypergraph H E Jt°/(n, p) contains 
a perfect matching. 
At this stage, we cannot prove this conjecture for any r t> 3. (For the case r - -2 ,  that 
is, when ~t(n,  p) consists of bipartite graphs with equal sides, the conjecture is true, 
and the proof can be found, e.g., in [2].) The main difficulty in proving it seems to 
originate from the lack of appropriate combinatorial results (such as the Hall-Krnig 
theorem), providing sufficient conditions for the existence of a perfect matching in an 
r-uniform hypergraph. Instead, we can prove that, for every constant 0 < ~ < 1, if the 
probability p from Conjecture 1 is multiplied by a constant factor, then whp every 
subset VI C V of size IV 1 I= L(1 - e)nJ is matchable in H E 9(f/(n, p). This is formally 
stated in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 1. For every constant 0<e< 1, tf C=C(e)=(15/e)  r-~, then whp in 
a random hypergraph H C ~ ' (n ,p ) ,  where p= p(n)= (Clnn)/n r-l, every subset 
Vl C V of size IV~l = L(1 -e )n ]  is matchable. 
(The constant 15 in the expression for C(e) can certainly be improved. We do not 
make any attempt o optimize it here.) 
Note that Conjecture 1 implies immediately Theorem 1. 
We remark that in contrast with the above-mentioned result of de la Vega [7], we 
need to show not only the existence of a single large matching, but the existence of a 
matching for every large subset V1 c V. 
Our proof is based on a recent result of Haxell [4], providing a sufficient condition 
for matchability for a certain class of uniform hypergraphs. Let us reformulate her 
result in a form, convenient for our purposes. 
Theorem 2. Suppose Vo and Uo are disjoint sets of vertices, and suppose every edge 
e o fa  hypergraph n=(v0  U Uo, E) satisfies leA V0[ = 1, leA U0[ =r -  1. Then if for 
every non-empty subset Wo c_ Vo there exist m0 = (2r -  3)[ W0[ edges el . . . . .  emo E E(H) 
such that ei n Wo 5 L 0 for all 1 <~ i <~ mo and also ei N ej C Wo for every 1 <~ i # j <~ mo, 
then Vo is matchable in H. 
One may see easily that Theorem 2 reduces to Hall's theorem for the case r = 2. 
We can not apply Theorem 2 directly to a random hypergraph H E 9¢~/(n, p), because 
if we take W0 C V, IW01 = [ (1 -e )n J ,  then there is no place in U for (2r-3)lW01 edges 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2. Instead, we act as follows. Fix a subset U0 C U 
of size Iu01 = LquIJ = Le( r -  1)nJ. Then, for a subset Vl C V of size Iv, I = h(1-QnJ ,  
we first match almost all (say, IV~l-  k, for k= Len/lOr]) vertices of Vl inside 
U\Uo. Denote the subset of yet unmatched vertices of V1 by V0, since 1/101 < 
IUol/((2r - 3)(r -- 1)), we can now apply (as shown in Lemma 1 below) Theorem 2 
to show that V0 is matchable inside U0, thus obtaining the desired matching for V1. 
The realization of this idea is based on the following: 
Lemma 1. Denote k= Len/lOrJ. Let Uo C U be a fixed set of IUol = L~(r - 1)nJ 
vertices. Then whp a random hypergraph H E )~rr'(n, P) has the following properties: 
1. for every subset W~ C_ V of size I Wll > k and for every subset U1 C_ U of size 
Iu, I =( r -  l)lW, I there exists an edge of H inside WI U (-/1; 
2. for every subset WoC V of size l~<lW01~<k there exist mo=(2r -  3)l/'v01 edyes 
el .... , emo such that ei n Wo ~ 0 for all 1 <~ i <<. mo, and ei n U C Uo for all 1 <~ i <<. mo, 
and also ei N ej C Wo for all 1 <<. i ~ j <<. mo. 
Proof. 1. Clearly, it suffices to prove the required statement for the case [W 1 I= k, 
[Ut [ = (r - 1)k. The probability of the existence of a pair Wl, UI of sizes [ WI [ = k, 
lU l l=  (r - 1)k, contradicting part 1 of the lemma, can be bounded from above 
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by 
(;)(,r " "  
1)k j (1 -  p)  k(u;-'''k) ~< e -  ~. ,--, )P 
~< 2 r" e -k. k"- ' (c 1..)/."- ' ~< 2r. e - o¢. tn .) = o( 1 ). 
2. Denote by Pi, 1 <~ i <~ k, the probability of the existence of a subset Wo C V of 
size [Wol = i, contradicting part 2 of the lemma. We will show that Pi = o(n -1 ). Let 
Wo C V, [W0l = i, and assume W0 contradicts the lemma statement. Denote by Eo a 
maximum set of edges lying inside Wo U Uo and having their pairwise intersections in 
Wo, then according to our assumption about Wo we have lEd < (2r - 3)i. Let U'  C U 
be the set of all vertices of U, lying on any edge from Eo, then IU'I < (2r -3 ) ( r -  1)i. 
Since Eo has maximal cardinality, every other edge of H inside Wo U Uo intersects Uq 
This implies that the subset Wo U(Uo\U') spans no edges from H. Therefore, we may 
estimate 
Pi <~ \(2r -- 3)(r (1 -- p) i(L':u-~''jT~-:;-3''-'/) 
~< \ (2r  - 3)(r - 1 )iJ e -  ~ ,--, Ip 
~< ~ i J \ (2 r -3 ) i ]  exp - i  en lOr ] n r - I  
[.~ ( "  ~(2r--3)(r--l) ]i 
~< - -  \ (2 r -  3)i J  n-(C/n"-')(4en/5)"-I 
(We use the inequalities (a/b~ <<. (ab) <<. (ea/b~.) 
Substituting i = 1 in the first and the second fractions in the brackets and then 
assigning C = C(e) = (15/e) r - l ,  we get 
pi ~ [O (nl+(2r-3)(r-l)-(C/n"-')(en)"-'(4/5)"-t ) ] i 
[o :o n 
[] as claimed. 
Proof  of Theorem 1. Assume H c ~r'(n, p) has the properties stated in Lemma 1. 
Let VI C V be a subset of  size IV 1 I=  [(1 - e)nJ. First, using the edges of H inside 
VI U (U\Uo), we build a matching M1 greedily, adding edges one by one. According 
to part 1 of Lemma 1, this process cannot stop until IV 1 I -k  vertices of VI will be 
matched. Denote by V0 C VI the vertices of Vl, not covered by M1, then [ V0[ ~< k. By part 
2 of Lemma l, the subhypergraph of H spanned by Vo U U0 satisfies the requirements 
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of Haxell's Theorem 2, therefore there exists a matching M0 of size IM01 = I/~l inside 
V0 U U0. The union M = M0 U Ml forms the desired matching for Vj. [] 
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